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Abstract: This article examines public reactions to the case of Ruth Ellis through an analysis of letters sent to the Home Secretary. The vast majority of these requested a reprieve, and highlighted themes such as her status as a mother, the murder as a crime of passion, David Blakely’s mistreatment of her and the unfairness of applying the death penalty in her case. I argue that we need to analyse the public’s views on Ruth Ellis in order to understand why her case was a pivotal one in turning the tide against capital punishment as a mandatory penalty for murder.
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In July 1955, Ruth Ellis became the last woman to be executed in England and Wales. She was convicted for the murder of her boyfriend, David Blakely, whom she shot several times outside a pub in Hampstead. Important feminist work has analysed Ruth Ellis’s conviction for murder and failure to win a reprieve as a prime example of ‘judicial misogyny’ (Ballinger 2000). She seemed like a film noir ‘femme fatale’ (Rose 1988; Ballinger 2000) and, by contemporary standards, profoundly deviant (Ballinger 1996). She appeared too rational, both immediately after the murder and during her trial, which was interpreted as representative of dangerous femininity because she looked feminine but was actually ‘calculating, ruthless and unemotional’ (Ballinger 2000, p.312). 
Ruth’s defence was one of provocation, on the grounds of David’s behaviour with other women (Minkes and Vanstone 2006). Her testimony included reference to David’s violence towards her, including punching her repeatedly in the stomach and causing her to miscarry (Ballinger 2000), but this was not included in the defence’s argument. The judge disallowed the provocation defence, which could have reduced the verdict to manslaughter. Ruth’s failure to successfully plead provocation has been understood as symptomatic of ‘the absence, in the 1950s, of any understanding of the experiences of abused women and, indeed, any inkling of the questions of discrimination and unequal treatment’ (Minkes and Vanstone 2006, p.404). However, understanding of these issues was not completely absent, and it is important to understand the sympathy that existed for Ruth amongst the wider public.
Ruth Ellis’s execution is widely acknowledged as pivotal in influencing anti-death penalty opinion and in strengthening the contemporary abolitionist campaign (Duff 1971; Rutherford 1996; Block and Hostettler 1997). Large sections of the public were outraged by the execution and it was experienced as a ‘national trauma’ (Morris 1989, p.83). Although Ruth’s case is accepted as an influence on public opinion about the death penalty, there has been little attempt to explore in detail how the public interpreted her execution and why they experienced it as shocking. An exception to this is Smith (1996), who argues that after her conviction, Ruth managed to win public sympathy through a performance of piety, which resonated with ‘a discourse of wayward, weak, fragile, and emotional women’ (p.254). Empirical investigation of public reactions to Ruth Ellis is needed in order to establish how she was understood in 1955 and to discover which interpretations were made of her actions and of her womanhood. Otherwise, our ability to comprehend why her case was significant is limited. This article explores such public responses through analysis of letters sent to the Conservative Home Secretary, Gwilym Lloyd-George, who held responsibility for granting reprieves through exercise of the Royal Prerogative of Mercy. 
The death penalty evokes ‘strong sentiments and stimulat[es] intense public interest’ (Smith 1996, p.240). Executions are invested with meaning by social actors and convey a multiplicity of different messages, which shift in different historical and national contexts (Strange 2001; Garland 2010). Therefore, attention to particular cases in specific social and historical settings is vital in order to understand their contested meanings and to unpick their emotional resonance. When Ruth Ellis was executed, the death penalty was a salient social and political issue, as there was a well-established abolitionist campaign and ongoing parliamentary attempts at abolition (see Block and Hostettler 1997; Bailey 2000). 
Ruth’s gender was highly significant to the meanings attached to her case, particularly as women were rarely executed. As Strange (2001) contends, all societies ‘make profound distinctions between the cultural meanings of men’s and women’s bodies’ (p.367). The symbolic power of femininity is greater than that of masculinity (Shapiro 1996) because it is ‘used to draw a line around the limits of what a society will recognise of itself’ (Rose 1988, p.10). Women symbolise the reproduction of the family, community and nation, and of the values of these groups (Yuval-Davis 1997). Therefore, the execution of a woman has the potential to heighten the emotional force of the death penalty and to make it especially culturally and socially significant.

Letters as a Source of Public Response
This case study is drawn from a larger project, which qualitatively researches public attitudes to the death penalty in England and Wales 1930–1965. The time period covers the era of abolition following the Select Committee on Capital Punishment in 1930 and finishing with the passing of the Abolition Act in 1965. Letters sent to Home Secretaries concerning capital cases are kept in Home Office files in the National Archives, and either ask for a reprieve or caution against it. These letters are a particularly rich source for researching public attitudes and reactions to the death penalty. They provide access to people’s responses to actual cases, expressed in their own language, at the time the cases were unfolding. High-profile cases, particularly those involving women who kill, highlight cultural boundaries and attitudes towards social change (Seal 2010). Letters sent in response to the execution of Ruth Ellis reveal how in the 1950s, people’s understandings of gender, family, relationships and justice were refracted through this case.
Letter writing is a social practice and these particular letters were written to persuade, meaning that they often deploy shared meanings (as perceived by the letter writer), draw on personal experiences, and make direct appeal to the Home Secretary as an individual. There are 610 letters, telegrams and postcards in two of the Home Office files on the case. Of these, 552 (90%) are in favour of reprieve and 58 (10%) are against it.1 Nearly all the letters are from people who did not know Ruth personally and are fairly evenly split between women and men.2 They are from all over Britain and there are also letters from other countries. Mostly, they are from a single author but there are also jointly- and severally-authored letters. 
For most letter writers, the main source of their knowledge about the case would have been newspaper articles. In the mid-1950s, newspapers were the greatest source of news in Britain, rather than television (Mort 2006) and the vast majority of adults read a national newspaper daily (Bingham 2009). Stories based on sex were an important component of popular newspapers and crime, especially sensational cases, was also a constituent part of the editorial mix (Bingham 2009). The story of Ruth Ellis offered sex and a sensational murder case across class boundaries, as well as the moral dilemma of a woman facing execution. In this era of ‘cheque book’ journalism, the popular national dailies competed with one another for confessions and life stories (Mort 2006; Bingham 2009). Ruth’s ghost-written life story appeared in four parts in the Woman’s Sunday Mirror (Tweg 2000). 
Letters concerning murder cases can be interpreted as examples of reader response to newspaper articles (Wood 2009a). This was not a straightforward process of newspapers influencing the views of letter writers. Rather, the news stories’ discursive constructions of Ruth and her case were painted from a shared cultural palette and provided authors with details and interpretations which they could creatively rework (Wood 2009a; Houlbrook 2010).  Four main themes have been identified from an analysis of the letters: family ties; crime of passion; mistreatment; and unfairness, which can be found within, as well as across, letters. These do not exhaust the reactions to Ruth’s case, but are the most frequently occurring. Letters both for and against reprieve are discussed, although the weight is towards those in favour as these constitute the majority.
 
Family Ties
In pro-reprieve letters, this theme was connected to the argument that hanging would take Ruth away from her children and parents. In 1950s Britain, women were symbolically identified with ‘home and hearth’ (Webster 2001), and motherhood, especially working-class women’s motherhood, was sentimentally idealised (Brooke 2001). This emerged as a discourse in reactions to women’s murder trials (Seal 2009; Wood 2009b). Kennedy (2007, p.33) argues that in sympathetic representations of capital cases, the media employ ‘sentimental strategies’ in an attempt to generate imagined solidarities amongst audience members. She identifies motherhood as particularly important to constructing sacred meanings. Letter writers employed similar strategies and defined Ruth in terms such as ‘that deeply wronged young mother’ (#148).3 
Ruth’s motherhood emerges as a significant theme from the letters. Many authors asserted the need to save her for the sake of her children, who would suffer the stigma of their mother’s execution, described by one letter writer as ‘a lifetime of tragic memory and death’ (#199). Authors employed a sentimental register, pleading: ‘she has two children and children need their mother’ (#75) and stating that reprieve would ‘enable her to give a mother’s-whole-care [sic] and love to her two little children’ (#103). The symbolic importance of motherhood was underlined by one author’s point that: ‘Her Majesty the Queen is a Mother of two children’ (#56), enjoining motherhood with the symbol of the nation in the form of the monarch. According to these sentimental protests, the execution of a mother would exceed the limits of what the British State should do.  
For some female letter writers, their own motherhood was an important source of authority from which to plead for Ruth’s life, such as a woman who stated: ‘I am asking you as a Wife and mother’ (#547), and another who explained: ‘I am a wife and mother myself’ (#246). These authors drew on the contemporary ‘mother-citizen’ construction, whereby women’s social citizenship was constructed through motherhood, especially in terms of their crucial role in transmitting good citizenship to their children (Seal 2009). Shared experience of motherhood was mentioned in letters that appealed for empathy, rather than just for mercy or pity. A male author contended: ‘She is somebody’s daughter she might have been a daughter of anyone one of us’ (#175), demonstrating that imagined solidarity on the basis of family ties was important to empathic identification. As well as putting himself ‘in the place of those Dear Kids’ (#441), Lloyd George was asked to think of her ‘Dear mother and father’ (#543).
Sentimentality was not the only register with which letter writers discussed the significance of family ties. There were also authors who expressed indignation that the State should consider profaning motherhood with the death penalty. A letter signed by seven women stated that Ruth’s children would be ‘scarred’ by growing up in a society that ‘had coldly and with macabre ceremonial [sic] murdered their mother’ (#105). Another author simply asked: ‘how dare the Government take Ruth away from her children’? (#189).
Exhortation to make empathic identification was also a strategy employed by letter writers who opposed reprieve on the grounds that Ruth had committed a serious crime that required retribution. They urged Lloyd George to think of the impact David Blakely’s murder had had on his parents. One author argued: ‘What about the young man who lost his life and what about his mother. No sympathy seems to be shown to her’ (#357). Female letter writers against reprieve also drew on their authority as wives and mother-citizens, one commenting: ‘I am speaking for other women with husbands’ (#354) and another: ‘We mothers want our boys to live’ (#371). Letter writers against reprieve typically expressed anger and indignation that this should even be considered and criticised anti-death penalty feeling as mawkish sentimentality, although sentimentality can also be found in some of these letters, such as an author who lamented: ‘the victims are soon forgotten although they are Dear to their own loved ones’ (#332).

Crime of Passion
Ruth’s murder of David Blakely was widely perceived as an archetypal crime of passion and newspaper stories portrayed the case as a romantic melodrama (Tweg 2000). The Daily Mirror’s Cassandra (1955) opined: ‘In human nature, where passion is involved, love and hate walk hand in hand and side by side’. Such purple reflections were not restricted to the popular press. An editorial in the Manchester Guardian (‘Mrs Ellis’, 14 July 1955) noted sadly: ‘When passions spin and plot, the threat of the gallows is a broken reed’. The crime of passion theme pivoted around the symbol of romantic love and its power as a potentially overwhelming force.
Pro-reprieve letter writers highlighted the emotional intensity of jealous love and emphasised that this should be understood as mitigating the crime, meaning that the penalty of execution was too harsh. Many argued along the same lines as this woman that: ‘her crime, however shocking, might be considered one of passion’ (#2). Ruth was perceived as ‘under the stress of an overpowering emotion which swept her completely off balance’ (#219) and ‘overwhelmed by those furious conditions of love and jealousy’ (#7). Her emotional life was understood by many authors to be extremely powerful and vivid. She was ‘very passionate and easily moved by strong emotions’ (#274). This emotional intensity meant that she should not be held responsible for her actions when she shot David. A male letter writer asserted: ‘you can be out of your mind with jealousy’ (#6). That Ruth’s actions ‘should surely be differentiated from premeditated crime’ (#448) was central to this argument against the death penalty in her case. Some authors contended that Ruth should be understood as insane at the time of the murder, whereas others suggested that the influence of ‘great emotional stress’ (#272) by itself should be sufficient to absolve her of responsibility for murder. The notion that women were more emotionally volatile than men can be found in many letters. A male author cautioned: ‘The reactions of a woman driven mad by jealousy are incalculable – far different to those of a man’ (#455). A female letter writer explained: ‘A woman, especially a highly strung woman, is a very delicate piece of machinery’ (#578).
Whilst important to our understanding of reactions to the case, these arguments based on the emotional intensity of women can appear to be simply gender stereotypical, positing feminine hysteria against masculine rationality. However, there was an important further dimension to the emphasis placed on the significance of Ruth’s femininity to her emotional life. This was the belief that her actions and emotions were specifically comprehensible to women. Female authors asserted: ‘only a woman can understand this sort of nervous tension and utter despair’ (#69). One woman claimed to ‘understand the anguish of her soul’, which ‘only a woman could know, other than God himself’ (#307). Several letter writers referred to their own unhappy relationships and disappointment in love to explain their empathy with Ruth, frequently stating that they, too, had considered murder. One stated that she ‘found herself in the same boat as Mrs Ellis’ and could have felt like shooting the man (#32).
Many female letter writers, therefore, perceived a special connection with Ruth on the basis of their shared femininity and felt that this gave them privileged insight into her behaviour. This was different from the ‘mother-citizen’ construction and articulated instead, perceptions of experiences which women believed they shared with one another. In mid-20th-Century Britain, the allotted sphere where young women might have influence was that of courtship and love (Langhamer 2007). The accompanying possibility for disappointment and despair can be gleaned from the letter writers’ discussion of their negative experiences of love. However, whilst female authors stressed their special understanding of Ruth, there were also male letter writers who discussed near crimes of passion and their helplessness in the throes of the strong emotion of love. One man explained: ‘I had similar experiences with a woman but was fortunate to have friends who talked to me and persuaded me not to do anything I might be sorry for’ (#131).

Mistreatment
David Blakely’s mistreatment of Ruth was a theme developed in sympathetic newspaper articles. An article by her brother, Granville Nielson (1955), mentioned: ‘the time Dad told me he’d found Ruth hobbling on two sticks’ after ‘a stand-up fight’ with David. Significantly, Ruth’s serialised life story in the Woman’s Sunday Mirror (Ellis 1955) provided graphic details about this violence, such as one night in a hotel, when David ‘grabbed me by the throat and squeezed. Everything went black. I thought I was going to die’. Like the crime of passion theme, discussion of mistreatment turned around the symbol of romantic love, although in this case the emphasis was on David’s violation of the mid-20th-Century ideals of equality and co-operation in relationships. 
David’s violent and emotional mistreatment of Ruth was constructed by pro-reprieve letter writers as a particularly compelling argument and is the most recurrent theme. It is raised as an explanation for the crime, and as something which was not properly taken into account during the trial process but that should have been understood in mitigation. A female author pointed out: ‘He had also used physical violence on her, and, at the time of her murder was endeavouring to humiliate her further by the final insult of deserting her’ (#26) and a male letter writer asserted: ‘She had to put up with quite a lot of beating from David Blakely (who according to the paper led her a Cat and Dog existence)’ (#452). In criticising the criminal justice process, a male author angrily commented: ‘a pregnant woman may be punched into a miscarriage and dangerous haemorrhage, swindled and all this counts for nothing and contributes nothing to a womans [sic] mind’ (#154). Many women referred to their own experiences of violence and mistreatment from male partners and argued that this made Ruth’s actions explicable, such as the following: 

I understand her desperation to do this act because only a woman understands that has been in the same position like myself and millions of others beaten by our husbands. (#233)

In 1955 there were very few services available for women who experienced violence from their male partners and considerable silence surrounded these experiences (Hague and Wilson 2000). Via discussion of what women were perceived to share with one another, female letter writers created an arena in which such topics could be discussed and in which imagined solidarity could be generated.
For some, Ruth was David’s victim and, as discussed above, emotional volatility was her lot as a woman, making her crime excusable. However, many disparaged David and saw Ruth as both courageous and justified. As one male author commented: ‘He took this woman and crushed her as one would crush a rose, but unlike a rose this woman hit back, and demanded justice’ (#179). Letter writers bestowed a variety of insults upon David, including ‘cad’, ‘blackguard’, ‘vampire’, ‘parasite’ and ‘ne’er do well’. In addition to beating her viciously, many objected to the fact that he was ‘living off her’ (#134). By the mid-20th Century, mutuality had become the established ideal for heterosexual relationships, meaning that great importance was placed on ‘equality, intimacy, sharing and communication’ (Collins 2006, p.90). These letter writers perceived David Blakely as falling far short of this ideal. There is also continuity with the older, sentimental narrative of the ‘libertine’, a privileged man who seduces and mistreats a young woman (Boltanski 1999).
An American woman echoed the argument of several that: ‘Mrs Ruth Ellis’ actions were merely those of self defense [sic]’ (#124). Others suggested she had ‘done a good service to society by ridding the world of this skunk’ (#173). In contrast with David, such letter writers constructed Ruth as a ‘brave girl’ (#148) and someone with ‘great courage in my eyes’ (#324). Significantly: ‘she did not play to the gallery for mercy’ (#219) but had stoically accepted her conviction. Newspapers reported that she took the news that no reprieve would be granted ‘calmly’ (‘Ruth Ellis is refused a reprieve’, Daily Telegraph, 12 July 1955) and quoted her as stating: ‘I am quite happy to die’ (‘No reprieve’, Daily Mirror, 12 July 1055). Authors’ respect for Ruth was not dependent on interpretations of feminine weakness – she was also constructed as brave and even heroic. In an analysis of the American film I Want to Live! (1958), based on the execution of Barbara Graham in 1955, Bingham (1999) argues that in portraying Barbara as dignified, the film shows the law as transgressing ‘standards of humanism and fair play’ (p.4). For some, Ruth’s courage revealed the law to be unjust.

Unfairness
The argument that executing Ruth Ellis was unfair was mainly made by authors in relation to cases involving men, by way of comparing arguably worse crimes with Ruth’s. The guiding master symbol in this theme was justice, perceived as essential, not only within the criminal justice process, but also in wider British society. In this sense, concern with ‘justice’ was concern with the state of the nation. One letter writer contended: ‘I might point out that four men who were found guilty of murder in recent years, are all still living and will continue to do so’ (#289). A female author referred to the case of a man who killed his pregnant ‘sweetheart’ and was reprieved, commenting: ‘what was sauce for the gander ought to be sauce for the goose’ (#74). Such arguments were not necessarily derived from abolitionist views. Many letter writers expressed concern that ‘Hooligans’, ‘Teddy Boys’ and ‘thugs’ appeared to receive lenient sentences for violent crimes, articulating the contemporary anxiety that British society (and working-class youth in particular) was becoming more violent (see Pearson 1983; Hebdige 1988). According to these authors, justice would be compromised by enacting harsh punishment in the case of an understandable violent action, such as Ruth’s killing of David, when it was often not used in worse cases. One woman inquired: ‘may I remind you that there are men, who have violated and killed little girls, who were put in prison, and are now free? … She killed under grave provocation’ (#57).
Perceived unfairness in the criminal justice system towards women was seen dually as the meting out of severe sentences to women and the failure to punish crimes against them harshly enough. Some female authors articulated this frustration through a feminist discourse that connected lack of justice for women in the criminal justice system with inequality in the wider society. One woman complained that: ‘There are today far too many crimes of sex, against women of all ages … we do not want the law and weight of circumstances so heavily against us’ (#273). Another stated her opposition to abolition on the grounds that ‘wicked men’ should be executed, whilst alleging: ‘The subjection of women to men, and to man made laws, is more real today than it has ever been’ (#308). 
Unfairness was also an important theme in anti-reprieve letters, and concern about it was expressed via comparison with other cases to argue that Ruth should not be treated leniently. Letter writers argued that the fact that Ruth was a woman should not be taken into consideration when assigning punishment. A male writer protested: ‘in these days of sexual equality the old out-moded Victorian sense of chivalry is being used to save her from the natural course of Justice’ (#378). Such writers criticised the ‘sickly sentiment’ (#342) of the pro-reprieve advocates. A female author asserted: ‘Had it been a man he would hang and woman must be taught the same’ (#31). A columnist in the Daily Sketch (Candidus 1955) made a similar point about equity, charging: ‘It is time feminists learned that sex equality works both ways’ and should accept that Ruth Ellis must hang.

Conclusion
Analysis of the letters that members of the public sent in relation the execution of Ruth Ellis reveals a wide range of contemporary interpretations of the case, providing us with a more nuanced picture than the one gained from analysing the trial alone. The criminal justice representation of Ruth as a dangerous, immoral woman who transgressed social class boundaries can be found in most of the letters against reprieve. However, the themes in the pro-reprieve letters, which were the vast majority, demonstrate that this representation was a heavily-contested one, and existed alongside competing understandings of her social identity as a working-class woman and of her crime. This helps us to better understand why this case was a pivotal one in terms of helping to turn the tide against capital punishment as a mandatory penalty for murder. The final section of this article considers the complexities arising from the four identified themes in relation to anti-death penalty feeling. 
Sentimental strategies emerge as an important means for some of the letter writers to express their dismay at Ruth’s impending execution, based on arguments about her status as a mother and daughter, or as a woman ‘wronged’ by a libertine. Sentimentality was criticised in sections of the press and in anti-reprieve letters as a way of discrediting the protests on her behalf. Within the organised abolitionist movement, sentimentality held a contested position. Hugh Klare, Secretary of the Howard League, eschewed sentimental approaches, stating in a letter to the Manchester Guardian (Klare 1955): ‘Today, there is an emotional outcry, triggered off by the hanging of a young and pretty woman. Tomorrow, some less glamorous murderer will hit the front pages and public feeling will be reversed’. Klare raised a long-standing cultural objection to sentimentality as a shallow, ephemeral emotion, which is ultimately self-serving (Boltanski 1999). However, it is clear that sentimentality offered a considerable resource for generating both sympathy and empathy for those condemned to death, and as a strategy for crafting pro-reprieve arguments. 
The Howard League for Penal Reform contended that abolitionist arguments should be rational and scientific (Tuttle 1961), but as an inescapably emotional issue, such an approach arguably failed to tap reservoirs of anti-death penalty feeling. In relation to Ruth’s case, prominent abolitionist MP, Sydney Silverman (1955), argued that regarding opposition to capital punishment: ‘emotion is not irrelevant, nor necessarily sentimental’. Analysis of the letters reveals empathic identification to be a significant factor motivating requests for reprieve. Perceived shared experiences in relation to motherhood and romantic love were important, especially for female letter writers, many of whom believed themselves to have insights into Ruth’s situation and actions that a man would lack. It is notable that the mobilisation of these potent symbols in support of Ruth did not rely upon ‘respectable’ femininity on her part – she did not occupy the normative 1950s position of the married mother – demonstrating the potential flexibility of these symbols and their creative adoption by pro-reprieve letter writers. Contra Hugh Klare’s objection that the ‘emotional outcry’ against the execution was spurred by her glamour and beauty, imagined solidarity with Ruth was often made on the basis of letter writers believing themselves to be similar to her. As Wood (2009b) argues of Beatrice Pace, a woman acquitted of the murder of her husband in 1928, Ruth was seen as both ‘an extraordinary individual and an “everywoman”’ (p.90). Many of the pro-reprieve letter writers exhibit admiration for her perceived vivid emotional life and willingness to act on it, expressing their own yearning to be similarly extraordinary. Few working-class women had public biographies in the 1950s (Stanley 1992). Although Ruth Ellis could be perceived as deviant, she was also a woman from an unremarkable background with whom others could identify.
Empathic identification is limited as a means of opposing capital punishment. On the one hand, it has been highlighted as an important factor in individuals’ opposition to the death penalty and in reducing punitive attitudes more generally (Unnever and Cullen 2009). However, such identification is also highly contextual. If Ruth had not been a mother, if her parents and brother had not appeared in the newspapers, if she had not been a heterosexual woman and very probably if she had not been white and British, fewer people would have seen their own lives reflected in hers. Kennedy (2007) argues that the danger of grounding politics in empathy, rather than in justice, is that empathy can only be offered to a select few. The utility of such identification for opposition to capital punishment is also limited by the fact that, as with many of the anti-reprieve letters, it may be made with the victim’s relatives, rather than with the person facing execution. However, although empathy is not a panacea, the case of Ruth Ellis demonstrates that personal identification by members of the public with capital prisoners, which leads them to question the appropriateness of the verdict or punishment, damages the credibility of the death penalty more generally.
Justice was an important symbol for letter writers who stressed the role of unfairness in Ruth’s case. Some constructed this through a feminist discourse, which linked men’s mistreatment of women to women’s second-class position in society. These letter writers also highlighted the issue of discrimination against women in the criminal justice system. Ruth Ellis was not supported in the mid-1950s by an organised feminist campaign on her behalf. However, it should be recognised that feminist discourses were not absent from public reactions to her case, and that David’s mistreatment of Ruth was extremely significant to protests against her execution. Feminist concerns did not necessarily connote death penalty opposition as they frequently appeared in letters alongside the suggestion that men who harmed women should be executed. Justice was also a symbol for those who argued that reprieving Ruth would be unfair. The deployment of both empathic identification and assertions about fairness in letters from the public reveals the complex and highly-contextual ways in which individuals formed and communicated their understandings of the case. These understandings reveal some of the disjunctions (and continuities) between the official discourse on Ruth Ellis produced by the criminal justice system and the wider range of views beyond it.

Notes
 There are also 37 pro-reprieve petitions. The generic term ‘letter’ is used to refer to letters, telegrams and postcards. 

2 Pro-reprieve: 182 female, 173 male, 45 both, 152 gender unknown. Anti-reprieve: 13 female, 10 male, 35 gender unknown.

3 Letters have been numbered according to the order in which they appear in the files. Full reference details are provided after the list of references below.
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National Archives HO 291/235
#2, Female, Hampstead, 29.6.55
#6, Male, Leicester, 29.6.55 
#7, Female, London, 27.6.55
#26, Female, Wandsworth, 27.6.55
#31, Female, unaddressed, undated
#32, Female, unaddressed, received 28.6.55
#56, Unknown, Hertfordshire, 24.6.55
#57, Female, Jersey, 23.6.55
#69, Female, Newcastle, 23.6.55
#74, Female, Matlock, 23.6.55
#75, Female, Manchester, 21.6.55
#103, Female, unaddressed, 5.7.55
#105, 7 Females, Barking, 7.7.55
#124, Female, Kansas City MI, 2.7.55
#131, Male, Manchester, 4.7.55
#134, Male, St Paul MN, 2.7.55
#148, Male, Birmingham, 5.7.55
#173, Female, Kingston Upon Hull, 1.7.55
#154, Male, Watford, 5.7.55
#175, Male, Truro, 4.7.55
#179, Male, Leicester, 5.7.55
#189, Unknown, Weston-Super-Mare, 4.7.55
#199, Unknown, Enfield, 4.7.55
#219, Female, Cheltenham, received 4.7.55
#233, Female, unaddressed, 1.7.55
#246, Female, St Ives, 30.6.55
#272, Male, London, 2.7.55
#273, Female, Altrincham, 2.7.55
#274, Male, Southampton, 29.6.55
#289, Unknown, London, 30.6.55
#307, Female, Nuneaton, 1.7.55
#308, Female, Barnet, 29.6.55
#324, Female, Morecombe, undated

National Archives HO 291/236
#332, Unknown, ‘Old Close’, received 11.7.55 
#342, Unknown, unaddressed, received 9.7.55
#354, Female, Portsmouth, 8.7.55
#357, Unknown, Southport, 6.7.55
#371, Female, unaddressed, received 5.7.55
#378, Male, St Albans, 30.6.55
#441, Male, place illegible, 5.7.55
#448, 3 Females, Canvey Island and Middlesex, 4.7.55
#452, Male, unaddressed, 6.7.55
#455, Male, Lytham, 7.7.55
#543, Male, Bristol, 5.7.55
#547, Female, County Tipperary, 4.7.55
#578, Female, London, 4.7.55
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